Optimization of beta-quantification methods for high-throughput applications.
Risk of cardiovascular disease is assessed, in part, by laboratory measurement of the concentrations of several lipoproteins. beta-Quantification is a method of lipoprotein measurement that uses ultracentrifugation to partially separate lipoprotein classes. Although beta-quantification is used largely in clinical and basic research, methods have not been described to allow the analysis of a large number of small-volume specimens with a short turnaround time. We report two variations of the traditional 5-mL method used by the Lipid Research Clinics Program that overcome these shortcomings. Two lower-volume modifications of the traditional 5-mL beta-quantification method were developed. The methods used either 1 or 0.23 mL of specimen and required substantially less time for analysis (20 and 6 h, respectively) than the 5-mL method (2.5 days). The goal was to develop ultracentrifugation methods such that the concentration of cholesterol in the bottom fraction, from which LDL-cholesterol concentration is calculated, agreed with the 5-mL method. Fresh serum specimens (n = 45) were analyzed by the three methods to determine comparability of the methods based on the recovery of cholesterol in the bottom fraction after ultracentrifugation. To evaluate intrarun precision, replicate specimens (n = 17) were analyzed in a single run for each method. This experiment also evaluated how quickly the fractions would remix after separation by ultracentrifugation. For the 1-mL method, accuracy of the measurement of LDL- and HDL-cholesterol concentrations and the interrun precision were established by analysis of frozen serum specimens provided by the CDC, which established target values for the pools using reference methods. No clinically significant differences in cholesterol concentrations in the bottom fraction were observed for the 1- and 0.23-mL methods, which had mean biases of 0.8% and 1.5% relative to the 5-mL method, respectively. Intra- and interrun variability was acceptable for each method, e.g., <1.8% for cholesterol in the bottom fraction. Ultracentrifuged specimens were stable for at least 4 h with no evidence of contamination of cholesterol in the bottom fraction. For comparison specimens provided by the CDC, the 1-mL method met the accuracy and precision goals of the National Cholesterol Education Program for the measurement of HDL- and LDL-cholesterol concentrations (goals: total error <13% and <12%, respectively), with total errors of 6.45% and 5.43%, respectively. Both the 1- and 0.23-mL beta-quantification methods are suitable substitutes for the traditional 5-mL method for use in clinical and basic research for the determination of LDL-cholesterol concentration. Both methods provide much higher throughput and require substantially less specimen volume. The 0.23-mL method can be performed in 1 day, but it is slightly less precise than the 1-mL method. In our laboratory setting, as many as 80 specimens are routinely processed per day using the 1-mL method.